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Good afternoon. Today we’re going to talk about a design method for creating things 
that work for people called Human Centered Design.
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I’m Jonathan, and with me today are Jessie Wild-Sneller and Yana Welinder. We all 
work for the Wikimedia Foundation, and we’ve all used the human-centered design 
method in our work for the Foundation and beyond. 



Overview

What is Human-Centered Design (HCD)? (Jonathan)

Why HCD for Wikimedia? (Jessie)

HCD Case Study: WMF Trademark Policy (Yana)

In this talk, first I’m going to give a brief overview of what Human Centered Design is. 
Then Jessie is going to to discuss how and why HCD fits into the work we do within 
the Wikimedia Foundation, and within the Movement overall. Finally, Yana is going to 
discuss a case study of HCD in the development of the WIkimedia Foundation’s new 
trademark policy.



What is Human-Centered 
Design?

So what is Human-Centered Design? HCD is a design process, a way of creating 
something--whether software, documents, policies, physical things--that serve 
the needs of a particular group of people (“users”). For this reason, it is also 
sometimes called “User-Centered Design”



HCD is a design process

● user research
● iterative design
● empirical validation (testing)

● the three main componets of an HCD process are user research (figure 
out what people want and need), iterative design (trying different 
designs that address those needs), and testing (evaluating whether 
your design ideas work for the user’s you are trying to support.

● related concepts/terms//methods: usability, ergonomics, universal 
design, participatory design, user experience



What HCD is not

● design by intuition
● designing for yourself
● designing what’s most profitable
● designing what’s easiest

● another way to understand HCD, and what makes it different from other 
ways of designing things,  is to think about what it is not

● what HCD is not
○ designing by intuition
○ designing what you want
○ designing what’s most profitable
○ designing what’s easiest



● here’s one representation of the HCD process (Jessie and Yana will 
show others--there’s no one “canonical” series of steps). 

● You can see that it’s not necessarily a straight-ahead step by step 
process. the arrows show that you move back and forth between the 
phases, particularly between design and evaluation. This is called 
iteration, and it’s one of the most important features of good Human 
Centered Design.



Hear          Create        Deliver

● but overall there is a trajectory to it. You can remember the overall 
process by thinking of the three general phases as “Hear” “Create” and 
“Deliver”



HCD
E
A
R

user 
research

HEAR
○ user research phase
○ audience - who are the end users?
○ purpose - what do they want/need?
○ context - what can be built? what can be used?
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you can ‘hear’ your users several ways. you can talk to and listen to them in 
interviews and focus groups. This is good for understanding people’s explicit wants 
and needs
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To get information from a broader set of users, you can survey them to get specific 
information, either about what they do, what they like or dislike, what they think.
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you can also observe them going about their daily work and try to identify the areas 
where they could be better supported doing the tasks they do.
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The design (“create”) phase is where you experiment with potential 
ways of addressing the needs that you discovered when you 
listened to or observed your users. It’s supposed to be an 
exploratory, creative process. Instead of jumping to a “tried and 
true” solution, or an easy one, think about what solutions actually 
meet the users needs best.
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In an HCD process, you often start with sketches, notes, and 
prototypes: simple semi-functional versions of a design that 
are easy to make, easy to change, and that you feel 
comfortable dumping if they don’t end up being useful. This 
lets you try out lots of different approaches, without getting 
stuck on one single approach too early.
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Prototypes help get input from others early. They help you explain your 
ideas to other people, use the prototypes to communicate the goals of 
your project, what you know about your users, and how you think your 
design ideas will help them. 
Input from other people, including potential users, helps you figure out 
whether you’re on the right track with a design, or you need to keep 
iterating: making small changes to a design, and then re-evaluating it.
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Eventually, you’ve iterated enough that you can start to build a more functional 
version of your design, and test that.
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In a testing phase, you take the thing you made and give it to real people for them to 
use. You should be prepared to test, ask, listen observe and then to revise what you 
made. And also learn from things that didn’t work so well, so that you can do them 
better.
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As with your initial user research, there are several ways to test. One way to learn is 
to just observe or measure your users behavior directly. Fortunately, in our 
movement, electrodes are not usually necessary for this.
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you can also do “user tests”, where you observe one of your target users using the 
thing you designed in a controlled setting, and ask them questions as they do it. 
Sometimes, you give them a script of common tasks and see if they are able to 
perform them. 
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Other times, you just let them use the thing your made themselves in a more natural 
setting, without instruction. Then youcan watch to see if they are able to do what they 
want to do successfully, and also ask them questions about it. Do they seem to like it? 
What do they use it for?



To Using a human-centered design process helps assure that the things that 
you spend all this time building actually solve the problem that you are trying to 
solve. It’s easy to lose sight of that during a design process, because it usually 
takes a long time and there are a lot of things to consider. But by focusing on 
the users and their needs, and constantly evaluating whether what you’re 
doing is addressing those needs, you stay on track.

HCD is great for creating objects, software programs, but it’s also useful for 
designing things like documents, or even designing other processes. And it’s a 
particularly good approach to design in a community like ours.  Jessie will talk 
to you a little about that now.



Human-Centered Design 
& Wikimedia



Our 
community is 
our biggest 
asset



● How do you 
humanize a 
Wikipedia article?
○ Mobile editing 

experiments

● How do the people 
not reading 
Wikipedia online 
consume 
knowledge?
○ Wikipedia Zero

By Omaranabulsi via Wikimedia 
Commons, CCBYSA3.0, 

Lots of projects in WMF and in the movement use HCD



“Women and Wikipedia”

M:Grants:IEG/Women and Wikipedia

“The Wikipedia Library”

M:The Wikipedia Library

Wikimedia Nederland’s topic 
improvements

M:Grants:IAPG/Proposals/2013-
14_round1/Wikimedia_Nederland

The best activities we fund (through 
grantmaking) are often parts of the 
HCD chain

Hear          Create        Deliver

Grants:APG/Proposals/2013-2014_round1/Wikimedia_Nederland

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:IEG/Women_and_Wikipedia
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:IEG/Women_and_Wikipedia
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/The_Wikipedia_Library
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/The_Wikipedia_Library
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:APG/Proposals/2013-2014_round1/Wikimedia_Nederland
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:APG/Proposals/2013-2014_round1/Wikimedia_Nederland
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:APG/Proposals/2013-2014_round1/Wikimedia_Nederland


HCD Case Study:
Trademark Policy 



Background
● Decentralized 
● Promote projects
● Trademark protection 
● Trademark law: quality control



Empathize                Define              Ideate             Prototype            Test



Empathize
● Consultation                        



meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Talk:Trademark_practices_discussion



Empathize
● Consultation
● Qs from TM applicants
● Old on wiki discussions
● Other collaborative communities                         



Define
● Community uses
● User-friendly

                        



Ideate
● Research
● Legal design sessions

                        



Wikimedia @ Stanford d.school

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
Legal_design_jam_at_Stanford_October_2013_01.jpg



Prototype
● Substance
● Language
● Design

                        



2009 policy New draft

Origin Mozilla policy Community input

Remixes ✘ ✔ 
on projects

Translations / combinations ✘ ✔ 
on projects

High Resolution ✘ ✔ 

Free use on the projects? not covered ✔

Community Logo License ✔ 

Community-focused events License ✔

Outreach etc. License ✔

GLAM & hackathons License Wiki license

Other uses License Streamlined TM application







Scope of Policy Trademark 
Violation

Revisions Purpose of Policy



Test
● Consultation
● Iteration
● Use                         

use → revise design, add to FAQ
Discuss outcomes in this slide



Empathize        Define          Ideate          Prototype         Test          Outcome?



Next steps



Thank you! Questions?

Jonathan Morgan
jmorgan@wikimedia.org

Jessie Wild-Sneller
jwild@wikimedia.org

Yana Welinder
yana@wikimedia.org

@yanatweets
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